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WINTER IS HERE! - Tips for motorists!
Winter is here! Although our area has
gotten away with a couple more months
of fall-like weather, it does not save us
from the wintry conditions this season
inevitably brings. That being said,
drivers should be aware of the ways to
avoid accidents during inclement
weather. It is normal for motorists to
get used to simple driving conditions
and not take the necessary precautions during inclement weather,
causing a mass amount of accidents during the first snow of the
season - whether it be minor or severe.
While driving during the winter, be sure to accelerate and
decelerate your vehicle slowly. Traction is best when you do not rush,
whether you are accelerating or decelerating, taking it slow will
prevent your vehicle from sliding and causing an accident. When
there is snow and ice on the ground most motorists know that
presents a higher likelihood for you to lose control of your vehicle.
Thus, everything that you may do while driving on dry pavement
should be done in a much more cautionary fashion. For example,
instead of a four second following distance you should keep at least a
ten second distance during wintry conditions. Remember: Anything
takes longer when you are driving in snow and slush - whether that
be accelerating, stopping or turning. If you try to rush it too fast, you
may have an overwhelming and dangerous situation on your hands.
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If you’re out in the
middle of a truly bad storm, avoid
stopping as much as you can. If
possible, come to a rolling stop
wherever you can instead of
stopping until you reach your
destination. This will decrease the
chances of getting stuck and
stranded out in the storm; this especially applies when driving up a
hill. But do not speed up a snow-covered hill either. Accelerating too
much, too quickly, will only cause your wheels to spin or for you to
lose control of the vehicle altogether.
The best way to avoid an accident of any type during a
winter storm is simple - STAY HOME. Avoid going out to the best of
your ability in dangerous weather conditions. If you must go out,
make sure to have some supplies in the vehicle in case of a break
down or accident. For example, have a blanket and a spare coat to
keep you warm, if the car won’t turn on for your use of its heat.
If you are stuck out in a storm or have a mishap with the
wintry conditions ahead, our crew at Crawford’s is here to help!
Call our 24/7 emergency number for towing and recovery services
# 610 - 363 - 9111 and we will be out to assist you as soon as
possible!

Make sure to prepare/maintain your vehicle properly for the weather… here’s how!
Check or have a mechanic check the following items on your car:
 Keep your gas tank full - in case evacuation is needed.
 Be aware of falling/fallen power lines - If a power line falls on your car, you are at risk of electrical shock, stay inside until a trained
person removes the wire.
 Antifreeze levels - ensure they are sufficient to avoid freezing.
 Battery and ignition system - should be in top condition and battery terminals should be clean.
 Brakes - check for wear and fluid levels.
 Exhaust system - check for leaks and crimped pipes and repair or replace as necessary. Carbon monoxide is deadly and usually gives no
warning.
 Fuel and air filters - replace and keep water out of the system by using additives and maintaining a full tank of gas. A full tank will keep
the fuel line from freezing.
 Heater and defroster - ensure they work properly.
 Lights and flashing hazard lights - check for serviceability.
 Oil - check for level and weight. Heavier oils congeal more at low temperatures and do not lubricate as well.
 Thermostat - ensure it works properly.
 Windshield wiper equipment - repair any problems and maintain proper washer fluid level.
 Install good winter tires - Make sure the tires have adequate tread. All-weather radials are usually adequate for most winter
conditions. However, some jurisdictions require that to drive on their roads, vehicles must be equipped with chains or snow tires with
studs.
(Information provided by: www.ready.gov)

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com

Member of The Pennsylvania Collision Trade Guild

▫ Road

▫ Light Duty
▫ Heavy Duty
▫ Emergency Recovery
▫ Motorcycle Towing
▫ Wheel Lift Towing
▫ Flat Bed Towing
Side Services

▫ Jump

▫ Salvage Purchased
▫ Car Removal
▫ (Abandoned Vehicle)
▫ Motor Club Towing
▫ Lockouts
▫ Vehicle Storage
Start… and more!
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HOUSE BILL 1638: PHOTO–ESTIMATING

o not permit the insurance industry to change proconsumer law. A physical inspection is a safety requirement
that is important for all who travel our roadways. The
insurance industry has introduced legislation that removes
the physical requirement that is currently state mandated.
On October 20th, 2015 House Bill 1638 was introduced into
The PA House of Representatives Insurance Committee sponsored by
The PA Insurance Federation. The motive behind HB 1638 is to amend
the current state appraiser law permitting the use of photo-estimates
across the Commonwealth. The current PA Motor Vehicle Physical
Damage Appraiser Act requires a state licensed damage appraiser to
complete a physical inspection of automobile damages prior to taking
photos to ensure that a
consumer receives
accurate and safe property
damage settlement. The
original purpose of
enacting the Appraiser Act
of 1972 was to control the
conduct and behavior of
independent auto damage
appraisers as they went
about inspecting damaged
automobiles. Prior to 1972
insurance companies and
their contracted appraisal
companies had developed
relationships with
preferred body shops
where the appraisers
would direct volumes of
auto repairs into their
partner shops for hourly
rate concessions and
discounted procedures.
Due to wrongfully settled
auto claims and unfair
total loss settlements, the
state was forced to step in
and legislate proconsumer law for the
appraisal of damaged
vehicles. This law is called
the PA Motor Vehicle
Physical Damage
Appraiser Act.
House Bill 1638
is an attempt by the
insurance industry to
dilute the appraisal
process enabling the
insurance industry to
settle auto claims through
photo estimating, taking
advantage of unaware
consumers whose inability

to identify auto damages will lower their property damage
settlements. Concerns of unsafe and improperly appraised vehicles
have created an outcry from independent collision repairers, damage
appraisers and vehicle owners across the state. A request for public
hearings in front of the House Insurance Committee was denied.
When asked why the Insurance Committee will not hold hearings we
were advised the HB 1638 is to be fast-tracked for a vote on the
House floor.
FYI, several insurance companies have already started the
use of photo-estimating in PA even though it is illegal. The PA Collision
Trade Guild (PCTG) has filed numerous complaints through the PA
Department of Insurance asking for compliance of the current
Appraisal Law and enforcement
to stop the practice of consumer
photo-estimating. Asking an

SIGN THE PETITION TO STOP HB 1638!

unaware consumer to take their
own photos of accident
damages leads to questions of
safety and liability. Can the
average consumer identify bent
or missing suspension
components or tire damage?
Will an unaware consumer be
able to correctly identify fault
codes in the airbag and restraint
systems that are built into every
automobile manufactured over
the past 10 years? Can the
average vehicle owner correctly
identify frame and structural
damage? Another consideration
is who will accept the liability if
the vehicle owner sends in the
photos as requested but misses
an important suspension or
electrical part that fails and
creates another vehicle
accident?
HB 1638 passed the
House of Representatives on
December 7th, 2015 with a vote
of 111 to 70. The Bill is now in
front of the Senate where the
battle of consumer’s rights and
the safety of properly appraised
and repaired vehicles will be
decided in front of the Senate
Banking and Insurance
Committee. Please call your
State Senator and ask that
this anti-consumer
legislation be stopped. That
is, unless you feel your
iPhone pictures will provide
you with a properly settled
claim.

Go to: https://www.change.org/p/pctg-stop-anti-consumer-pa-hb-1638-insurers-trying-to-settle-auto-claims-based-onphotos?recruiter=469992386&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink
(or go to PCTG.org and the link is posted on the homepage!)
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HAVE YOU READ YOUR INSURANCE POLICY LATELY?
PROGRESSIVE:
Here, let us help you with a quick lesson The differences between what your
LIMITS OF LIABILITY
(…)
insurance company promises you within their TV,
d. In determining the amount necessary to repair damaged property to its preradio, and magazine ads and what you actually
loss condition, the amount to be paid by us:
receive are important to know. The advertisements
(i) will not exceed the prevailing competitive labor rates charged in the area
we witness are nothing more than propaganda. We
where the property is to be repaired and the cost of repair or
have provided you with segments from the actual
replacement parts and equipment, as reasonably determined by us; and
auto policies of four leading insurance companies and
(ii) will be based on the cost of repair or replacement parts and equipment
their true intentions. We focus on the Limits of
which may be new, reconditioned, remanufactured or used, including,
Liability sections of the policy where the insurer’s
but not limited to:
(a) original manufacturer parts or equipment; and
intentions are somewhat different than your
(b) nonoriginal manufacturer parts or equipment.
expectations.
FYI - The prevailing competitive rates
referred to in these policies are not based on normal market competitive rates. What the
STATE FARM:
insurers are using in these policy segments are insurance contracted labor rates. Read the Limits and Loss Settlement - ComState Farm section where they refer to a “survey made by us.” The survey is a controlled prehensive Coverage and Collision
questionnaire based on their Direct Repair Partner contracted shops that have already
Coverage
agreed to the insurer’s contracted labor rates to stay on State Farm’s DRP program.
(…)
a. Pay the cost to repair the covered vehiReading these policy statements you will see where the insurer writes,
cle minus any applicable deductible.
“determined by us” or, “We have the right to choose” or my favorite is, “You agree with
(1) We have the right to choose one of
us” Our question is... did you?
the following to determine the cost to
GEICO:
Most people we speak with had
repair the covered vehicle:
LIMIT OF LIABILITY
no idea they agreed to the use
(a) The cost agreed to by both the
The limit of our liability for loss:
of aftermarket, imitation or
owner of the covered vehicle
1. is the actual cash value of the property at the
reconditioned parts. However,
and us;
time of loss;
when you purchased each of
(b) A bid or repair estimate ap2. will not exceed the prevailing competitive price
proved by us; or
these policies and the majority
to repair or replace the property at the time of loss, or
(c)
A repair estimate that is written
of all the others you have
any of its parts, including parts from non
non--original
based upon or adjusted to:
waived your rights to original
equipment manufacturers, with other of like kind and
(i) The prevailing competitive
factory parts. There are no
quality and will not include compensation for any
price;
holds barred when State Farm
diminution of value claimed to result from the loss.
(ii) The lower paintless dent
spells out what you will get in
Although, you have the right to choose any repair
repair pricing established by
facility or location, the limit of liability for repair or
their auto policy. “We have the
an agreement we have with
replacement of such property is the prevailing
right to choose one of the
a third party or the paintless
competitive price, which is the price we can secure
dent repair service that is
following to determine the cost
from a competent and conveniently located repair
competitive in the market;
to repair the covered vehicle”
facility. At your request, we will identify a repair
or
or, “You agree with us the
facility that will perform the repairs at the prevailing
(iii) A combination of (i) and (ii)
repair estimate may include
competitive price;
above.
new, used, recycled, and
The prevailing competitive price
reconditioned parts. Any of these may
means prices charged by a maALLSTATE:
be either original equipment
jority of the repair market in the
Limits of Liability
area where the covered vehimanufactured or non-original
Allstate’s limit of liability is the least of:
cle is to be repaired as determanufactured parts” On top of this
mined by a survey made by us.
they also state within the policy. “A
1. the actual cash value of the property or
If asked, we will identify some
bid or repair estimate approved by
damaged part of the property at the time of
facilities that will perform the
us.”
loss, which may include a deduction for
repairs at the prevailing competiMost customers tell us they
depreciation; or
tive price. The estimate will
prefer original factory parts used in
include parts sufficient to restore
2. the cost to repair the property or part to its the repair of their damaged vehicles –
the covered vehicle to its prephysical condition at the time of loss using
loss condition.
We agree and believe those are the
parts produced by or for the vehicle’s
manufacturer, or parts from other sources, only parts that will return your
You agree with us that the
damaged vehicle to a properly
including, but not limited to, non
non--original
repair estimate may include new,
repaired automobile or truck.
equipment manufacturers
manufacturers, subject to
used, recycled, and recondiHowever, it helps us to help you by
applicable state laws and regulations; or
tioned parts. Any of these parts
reading what your auto policy covers.
may be either original equip3. $500, if the loss is to a covered trailer not
ment manufacturer parts or non
non-described on the Policy Declarations.
original equipment manufacturer
parts.

